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For the domestic masks project, I was well
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November on Campus ↓
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NCAD Product Design 2020 graduate Jack
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that solve problems or enhance human
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culture. Congratulations, Sanaa.
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and galleries reopen. The MFA exhibition will
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focus on the work of our Design graduates on

needs of your design area to an industry who

•

Alan Early, BA Moving Image Design

Friday, 1st February. We will end the series of

might never have heard of them is a great

•

Grace O'Brien, BA Graphic Design

graduate exhibitions with an open call to our

test of communication skills and building

•

Daire Bourke Boyle, BA Graphic Design

graduates to use the Gallery and NCAD digital

shared knowledge resources.

•

Orla King, BA Graphic Design

space as a platform for new collaborative

•

Kinga Strama, BA Graphic Design

projects. It is great to hear through our

•

Eoghan McMahon, BA Product Design

ongoing series of Alumni Stories the great

The programme aims to foster the next

impact our graduates have in the world in a

generation of creative talent in design and

wide range of fields and we are sure that we

advertising.

will be hearing about the work of our 2020
graduates for years to come.

Design for Body & Environment students
and graduates have been recognised in the
DCCI’s Future Makers Awards.
Shortlisted - Student & Recent Graduate
Award

Staff / Student
Achievements ↓
In November, NCAD staff won a staggering

•

Sarah Caine, Fashion

•

Tom Langton, Fashion

•

Megan Nolan, TSD

Opportunity↓

•

Ciara Allen, Fashion Graduate

Flipster is a digital magazine app which lets you

•

Gabrielle Malone, Fashion Graduate

access Art & Design magazines. It is accessible

•

Deirdre Murphy, J&O Graduate

via the Flipster app on Apple & Android devices,
and the Kindle Fire tablet. You can download

six awards in the IDI 2020 Design Awards.
This achievement demonstrates the high

Shortlisted - Emerging Makers Award

magazines to read offline, anytime, anywhere!

quality of our design education and

•

Lydia Clayton, J&O

Download the app from the iTunes App Store or

research, and the fantastic design industry

•

Genevieve Howard, J&O

Google Play Store while on the college wifi.
Select the National College of Art and Design as

reputation of our staff team. More
information can be found here.
NCAD’s success doesn’t stop there. NCAD

RDS Art Award 2020 - seven graduates have

your library.

been shortlisted for the RDS Art Award

Zoom session on using Flipster on the

2020.

Wednesday 2nd December; book by emailing

Maeve on: mcelligottm@staff.ncad.ie

